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Is your catering business betting on the right 

team? 
By All Florida Paper on Jan 22, 2019 12:05:45 PM 

Score Touchdowns at This Sunday’s Game with the Right Food Containers, Catering 

Trays, and Other Take Out Containers and Catering Tools. 

  

  

Super Bowl Sunday is only trumped by Thanksgiving as the day when Americans consume the 
most food. Supermarkets, restaurants, bakeries, and catering companies are all gearing up for 
the Sunday sports tradition. 
  
From menu planning to preparation, these companies see to every detail to satisfy customers 
and grow their takeout, food delivery, and catering businesses.  Just as every possession in 



football begins with a first down, one might say that when it comes to catering, the food is the 
first down of the customer’s experience (CX). Those who understand the importance of 
enhancing customer satisfaction, embrace food containers as the BIG touchdown in CX. 
  

The right presentation can generate five-star reviews from satisfied 
customers. 
Think about this. You painstakingly make every possible effort to ensure the quality of your food 
and service through superior ingredients, by thoroughly training a fabulous staff, and by creating 
an appealing setting for your customers—such as ensuring the right lighting to enhance the 
display of the delicious items meticulously and splendidly prepared. Even issues that arise at 
your store, restaurant, or on-site catered event, can quickly be fixed with a fast, competent 
response. Additionally, an assuring and positive apologetic attitude from your staff can help 
sustain your customers’ loyalty. 
  
When it comes to catering or takeout, think of your packaging as the presentation and service 
experience that your customers will judge you by and the only representation, other than the 
food, your customers and their guests will have of your establishment. In place of your 
presence, your catering tools become an important touchpoint of your customers’ interaction 
with your supermarket, restaurant, bakery, or food catering company.  Ensuring these tools 
provide topnotch service is merely a matter of pairing the right catering tools with the meals 
served. 
  
No matter how high-quality your container is, if not used for the right purpose, the food container 
can ruin your customers' experience. To confirm this, ask any dissatisfied customer whose food 
container ends up in a plastic bag covered in a sauce that should have stayed as part of their 
delicious meal (or worse, in a drippy brown bag!). You can, unquestionably, avoid this messy 
scenario by using the right food delivery container. When a food container leaks, it is most likely 
a result of pairing it with a lid made from a material not meant for that use.  
  

 
  



How to provide an excellent experience to your customers. 
When thinking about providing your customers with excellent service, think about making their 
experience as hassle-free as possible. For example, if you are serving food that you 
recommend being warmed up in the microwave, serve their takeout or catered meal in a 
microwavable container. The most reliable containers for hot foods are polypropylene (PP) 
containers due to PP’s high heat tolerance and its microwavable functionality. Aluminum 
containers cannot be used in the microwave; nonetheless, aluminum containers are also a good 
option as these can be placed in the oven.  However, consider the availability of an oven in an 
office building.  When it comes to catering trays, we recommend an injection molded OPS 
plastic tray due to its rigidity and sturdiness. 

  
Thermoformed catering trays are probably the most attractive trays and have the best lid fit. 
Thermoformed catering trays are not as sturdy as an injection molded or aluminum tray; 
however, in addition to their flair and well-fitted lids, they have other desirable attributes that are 
popular with caterers. For example, thermoformed trays come in round and square formats and 
work superbly with foods that do not need to be reheated. The square catering trays specifically 
provide more storage room and more comfortable-carrying than round cater trays.  
  
Another alternative in catering trays and containers is Bagasse. Made from sugar cane and 
wheat, bagasse is 100% compostable and biodegradable and is gaining popularity in the green 
movement. Food containers and cater trays are not the only blameworthy catering items 
capable of ruining a great meal.  Napkins have been known to cause their own share of 
mayhem.  
  
  



 

Provide napkins that can handle the job. 
Americans will consume 1.38 billion chicken wings during Super Bowl weekend, according to 
the National Chicken Council’s annual report.  With all that hot sauce… That’s a lot of napkins! 
Wings are not the only messy food that will be in the starting lineup on Super Bowl Sunday; 
pizza, ribs, and hamburgers are all key players in the Super Bowl foods formation.  
  
If you are selling any of these foods, your game plan should always include linen-like paper 
napkins—a proven successful defense against messy foods. A good linen-like napkin will 
assure your customer an outstanding dining experience because it will not tear from the fatty 
foods or foods containing a high content of sauce. Your customers will surely appreciate that 
you provided them with a napkin strong enough to handle the sloppy job.  
  
Most regular paper napkins are not up for the task and will end up broken up into pieces on your 
customers’ faces.  Just like napkins, cutlery, our next player in our CX lineup, also needs to be 
strong and sturdy in many plays. However, for some tasks, a lighter grade of cutlery is more 
than acceptable. 

https://www.nationalchickencouncil.org/americans-to-eat-more-than-1-3-billion-chicken-wings-for-super-bowl/


 
What cutlery should you provide with takeout orders?  
Unless you decide it should be, cutlery doesn’t need to be fancy. However, it too needs to be 
right for the job. The complimentary cutlery that you provide your customers must be able to 
perform according to the solidity of your food items. Providing the fork, knife, and spoon that 
corresponds to their meals is all part of ensuring an excellent experience for your customers. 
  
The two most popular types of disposable cutlery are polystyrene (PS) and polypropylene (PP). 
Although, both are forms of plastic and both are recyclable, they are different. Cutlery made 
from PP is lighter, bendable and costs less than PS. PS is available in different sets of gram 
weights. The heavyweight choice on both types of cutlery is tough enough to cut steak and 
chicken. However, PS is stable and more robust.  
  
PS and PP cutlery types are both resistant to chemicals.  Keep in mind that any material that is 
designed to touch your food is approved first by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). When 
it comes to cutlery, you might want to consider the size of the cutlery you are offering next to the 
food you are serving. Providing your customers with small or medium-weight cutlery might 
psychologically downgrade the quality of their food.  You might want to consider providing larger 
and sturdier cutlery that screams “this is a great quality meal and a nice serving portion.”  It is 
always good policy to listen to what your customers want with an open mind. Take the time to 
find out if there is anything that they expect that you do not currently include in your delivery and 
catering.  
  
Remember, that friendly, apologetic staff you carefully trained will not be there to ensure your 
customers are enjoying their meals. Make sure that the catering tools you provide your 
customers are delivering the exceptional service they expect from you.  Providing the correct 
food containers, catering trays, napkins, cutlery, and serving utensils is something that you do 
not need to learn by trial and error. 
  



When you work with a company with a consultative service approach, you will have a dedicated 
consultant who will make the time to learn about your business and clients to be able to offer 
you choices for catering tools that fit your purpose, your clientele, and accommodate your 
budget. The price of acquiring a new customer is too high to be pinching pennies on catering 
tools. Remember that setting up your customers for a great experience does not end with the 
food. Adding a couple of cents to the price of your customers’ orders will not significantly affect 
the total. Not using the right containers can negatively impact your customers’ experience and 
what they think of your business. 
  
Final Note. Nielsen stated that for Super Bowl (2017), consumers spent $1.3 billion in beer, 
flavored malt drinks, and cider, $597 million spent on wine, and another $503 million on spirits. 
If you are providing beverages and cups to your customers, remember to deliver excellent CX to 
your customers by using the right cups. 
  
Customers, contact your AFP sales consultant to learn more about our offerings and 
recommendations. 
Learn more by contacting us at customerservice@allfloridapaper.com or (866) 835-6060 ! 

# 
What are takeout disposable food containers 

made from? 
By All Florida Paper on Feb 14, 2019 1:06:03 PM 

Takeout food containers come in different shapes and sizes. They come in the form of 
bowls, boxes, catering trays, high-edged containers, clamshell containers, and more. 
These disposable containers are produced from aluminum, paper, plastic, plant-based 
materials or a mixture of these. The substrates from which the containers derive, usually 
dictate the containers' recommended use. 
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Casual restaurants, caterers, fine dining establishments, fast food restaurants, 
supermarkets, bakeries, and delis, all have the same decision to make about their 
takeout service—What containers are best to use? If you are asking yourself this 
question, your first step is to determine what the purposes of the takeout containers are. 
  
The take-out containers' primary goal is to transport the food from one place to another. 
Their secondary goal is to provide an excellent dining experience, in the comfort of their 
homes, to the patrons of establishments offering a takeout program. Their other 
purposes require some thought and answering questions such as Must the food be kept 
at a certain temperature? Is the food hot? Am I serving only cold food? Are the contents 
going in the food container light or heavy to carry? Is the food a liquid or does it contain 
sauce? 
  
You might want to know the impact of your disposable containers on the environment. 
Those questions all lead back to the origin of the containers. So, let’s learn more about 
the substrates of food containers and how they influence their use. 
The main thing that all substrates used to make food containers have in common is that 
since they touch food, the U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) must first approve 
them. Below are the most common substrates used in the takeout containers we use in 
the U.S. 
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WHY DO WE USE ALUMINUM FOIL FOR FOOD CONTAINERS? 
  

 
 
Aluminum foil containers have maintained their popularity, so much so that every 
second, 220 of these containers are made. Multiplying that 220, rapidly adds up to an 
approximate aluminum foil container production of 7 billion a year. Luckily, 40 percent of 
our aluminum supply in North America comes from recycling processes, according to 
The Aluminum Association. 
  

When serving food with sauces, aluminum containers are a great choice. Aluminum is 
also a top choice for meals (like crispy foods) that are usually reheated in an oven since 
aluminum foil containers can go in the oven. Aluminum trays and containers when 
properly sealed can maintain items hot. 
  

Caterers, supermarkets, and bakeries use aluminum foil containers and catering trays. 
If you are serving foods with a fatty content in an aluminum container, make certain that 
you package the food in a manner in which it is organized closely together and which 
occupies the entire surface of the tray to avoid sliding. Aluminum is the easiest to 
recycle. The Aluminum Association states that 40 percent of our aluminum supply in 
North America comes from recycling processes. 
  

WHY DO WE USE PAPER FOR FOOD CONTAINERS?  

https://www.aluminum.org/product-markets/foil-packaging


 
When we thought of paper containers in the past, we automatically thought of the 
Chinese take-out box or the pizza cardboard box. Nowadays, paper containers come in 
many sizes and shapes—some even come with a window to give a preview of what’s 
inside. 
  

The coating applied or not applied to these containers determines their use and whether 
you should place hot, cold, greasy, or wet food in them. These containers most likely 
emanate from recycled paper or paper that comes from harvested trees that have been 
planted for a utility purpose—just like other types of crops—in this case, to make paper. 
  

Most take-out paper food containers cannot be recycled because of food contamination. 
However, they are compostable, and that includes those with wax or plant-based 
coating. 
  

WHAT TYPE OF PLASTIC DO WE USE FOR FOOD CONTAINERS? 



 
Plastics come in a purposeful variation and derive from a variety of petroleum-based 
resins. Each plastic substrate has its possibilities and applications. Let's look at the 
plastics’ substrates used in takeout containers. 
  

WHY DO WE USE POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE (PET) FOR 
FOOD CONTAINERS? 

 
  

Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) is desirable for its excellent clarity, strength, and 
stability. It also delivers a smooth surface. Regardless of what material containers are 
made of, nowadays, most of the food containers are paired with PET lids. 
  

PET is known as the clearest of all plastics, and it is also impact resistant. PET 
containers have a clear purpose—showing off the food they are carrying. You will often 
find PET and other containers with PET lids, filled with ready-to-eat salads, cheeses, 
fruits, cold cuts, sandwiches, and other items in display cases at supermarkets and 
restaurants. 
  



 
  

PET containers also come in clear and bright colors as regular or comparted containers 
and even in one-piece hinged containers with colorful, bright bottoms and clear tops. 
  

PET’s impermeability and tightly sealed containers also help protect food from oxygen, 
preventing bacteria. PET trays are stable but are not recommended for hot items due to 
their heat transference. Crystalline Polyethylene Terephthalate (CPET) trays and 
containers are quickly becoming a popular alternative to aluminum trays. 
  

CPET containers are flexible and robust and can go from freezer to oven to microwave. 
The crystallization process makes PET more stable and resistant to heat. PET and 
CPET containers come with or without compartments, and in different colors and 
shapes. 
  

PET containers quickly earned their popularity for their easy recyclability (Recycle #1). 
Some PET containers go one step further and are manufactured out of recycled PET 
plastic. 
  

WHY DO WE USE POLYPROPYLENE (PP) FOR FOOD CONTAINERS?  



 
 

Polypropylene (PP) containers are ideal for hot food (including liquids), and you can 
use them to reheat food in the microwave many times. These containers are also 
desirable by many caterers and restaurants with high delivery rates because there is 
very little heat transference which makes it easier to safely deliver and setup food since 
containers can be held from the bottom and makes it safer for their employees and 
customers to handle. 
  

PP containers are also dishwasher safe, and your customers might choose to reuse the 
containers for a few months safely. PP is a thermoformed plastic or injection molded 
consistently growing in popularity as it provides good optical clarity. Plus, these 
containers are reheatable, durable, reusable, and offer a good presentation because 
their lids are clear. PP lids and containers both withstand food heat lamps making an 
excellent pair. When paired with the correct lid, PP containers also provide a tight seal. 
Curbside programs are more widely accepting polypropylene (recyclable #5). 
  

WHY DO WE USE POLYSTYRENE (PS) FOR FOOD CONTAINERS? 
  



 
 

Polystyrene (PS) is an inexpensive petroleum-based resin. PS generates the most 
rigid of plastic containers. This substrate can be manufactured in the form of solid 
plastic or foamed. There are three forms of polystyrene used to make food and 
beverage containers for the food industry: Polystyrene (PS), Expanded Polystyrene 
foam (EPS), and Oriented Polystyrene (OPS). 
  

The best example of PS plastic is Solo® cups as they are excellent at maintaining items 
cold. The next type of plastic used to make food containers (and also cups) is expanded 
polystyrene foam (EPS). 
  

EPS containers are easy to spot and EPS tends to be called by its short name—foam. 
Because of its exceptional insulating properties, EPS containers are sought-out for 
many foods, including hot foods (like soups) and cold foods (like ice cream). 
  

Foam is great for any food temperature as it tends to maintain the original food 
temperature longer than other types of containers without cold or heat transference. 
Although, Styrofoam™ is a brand of blue extruded (not expanded) polystyrene foam 
(XPS) widely used for building and thermal insulation, in the U.S., we freely (although 
erroneously) call EPS containers styrofoam containers. 
  



 
  

The third type of polystyrene plastic food containers are made from oriented polystyrene 
(OPS) which is PS stretched out to improve its stiffness. This allows for firmer 
containers, catering trays, and lids. You can spot out OPS containers by checking their 
bottom for a spot left by the injection mold system used to create it and you can also 
feel their rigidness as they lack the flexibility of PET and PP plastics. 
  

Polystyrene (recyclable #6) is recyclable. However, EPS is hard to recycle because 
there are only a few collection facilities and even fewer curbside programs for it. 
Because foam gets its bulkiness from the air, it weighs less than other containers; 
therefore, it produces fewer air emissions during its transportation. Sadly, consumers 
often improperly dispose of polystyrene and other plastics, and these end up in our 
waterways generating devastating consequences for our marine life and other wildlife. 
  

Plastics recycling numbers are 1 to 7. (7 includes all other plastics not covered in 1 to 
6.) There are many other items manufactured with plastic created under these numbers 
which we have not mentioned on here since our focus is food containers used in take-
out. It is important to remember that recycling programs, including the recycle items, are 
decided at the local governmental level. Just because a certain plastic is not recycled in 
your town, it does not mean that it is not recyclable. 
  

WHY DO WE USE PLANT-BASED FOOD CONTAINERS? 
  



 
 
Products deriving from plants are not recyclable; however, they are either 
biodegradable (when mixed with certain materials), or biodegradable and compostable. 
Both biodegradable and compostable containers are built to break down and return to 
nature. 
  
The difference is that biodegradable containers are made to biodegrade in landfills on 
their own (the length of time it takes these items to biodegrade in a landfill depends on 
conditions such as sun and oxygen), and compostable containers (such as plant starch-
based) end up biodegrading in compost piles in sites that meet specific required 
conditions (water, draining, sun, wind, etc.). Below are two popular plant-based options 
for food containers. 
  
When deciding on a food container to protect the earth, (in addition to its recyclability, 
reusability, biodegradability, or compostability) we need to consider its sustainability. 
  

 



Polylactic Acid (PLA) is a plant-based plastic sustainably produced from corn starch or 
sugar cane sometimes referred to as “The Green Plastic.” PLA is a clear plastic like 
PET, so it is also great for deli, grab-and-go, and other takeout containers. 
  

PLA creates a seal coating on food containers, flat lids, and clear dome covers, cups, 
and plates that prevents leakage. PLA containers and catering trays are great for saucy 
or dry cold take-out foods such as salads, sandwiches, and more. 

 
Bagasse containers are also a sought-out plant-based alternative like PLA containers. 
During the sugar cane harvesting, the sugarcane stalks are pressed to drain their juices 
and processed into sugar. The shoots that are left then are discarded, often burned. 
  

A sustainable alternative is to take that pulp (called bagasse) and create food 
containers, catering trays, plates, bowls, and other items out of it. Bagasse containers 
look and feel natural to the touch. They come in different sizes, including cater trays. 
They can be used to serve cold and hot solid foods. 
  

When deciding what takeout food containers will best serve your customers, your food, 
and your staff, there are other things to consider. We are here to make 
recommendations that fit your food, business, style, budget, and customers. Contact 
your AFP sales consultant or our customer service department 
at customerservice@allfloridapaper.com or (866) 835-6060. 
  

P.S. Most takeout containers can be customized with a logo or other print offering an 
affordable branding opportunity. Selecting the containers that complement the food that 
will be served in them will also enhance your customers’ experience (CX). 



 

# 
 
 

 

Three Ways Your Restaurant Can Help Celebrate 

Mother’s Day. 
By All Florida Paper on Apr 23, 2019 12:08:06 PM 

 



Mother’s Day is almost here, and according to the National Restaurant Association, 92 
Million Americans Will Eat Out on Mother’s Day. 
  
Here are three ways your restaurant can stand out while helping families celebrate their 
moms. 
  
  

 
  

1.  Capture the occasion with a Mother’s Day official photo. 
  
If your restaurant has space, create a setting where to take a family photo. Having their 
picture taken and watching others do the same, can also help past the time while 
people are waiting for their table. 
  
You can hire a photographer to take a family photo and offer customers a print photo via 
the postal mail or sent them a digital photo via email (depending on your 
preference).  Don’t forget to include an exclusive offer for their next visit. Add a photo 
frame with Mother’s Day 2019 and a unique hashtag for your restaurant or your 
restaurant's name.   
  
On a budget? Hire a photography student or recent graduate from your local art institute 
or have someone from your staff take photos. If you have a high-end restaurant, you 
might consider investing in a locally renowned photographer. 
  
You can also purchase a social media frame prop and invite diners to take pictures with 
it while they wait. Include a unique hashtag on the frame and ask them to use it and tag 
your restaurant when they share it on social media (pick one or up to three platforms). 
Offer an exclusive coupon for their next visit, or make it a prize contest for the most 
Likes. 
  



 

  
2.  Raffle off a prize that moms would like. 
  
You can raffle off a gift certificate or gift card for your restaurant, a massage or a full day 
at a local spa for mom; how about a photo session with the photographer at their 
studio? 
  
Ask participants to join your mailing list to enter and send them a thank you email with a 
special offer for their next visit. Depending on your sitting schedule and the number of 
prizes, you might decide to raffle off something every hour or give away one big prize. 
  
If your restaurant ambiance does not call for making announcements, contact the 
winners directly and send an email to all participants with the first name and last name’s 
first initial of the winners.  
  
On a budget?  Some businesses might be interested in donating a prize in exchange for 
the valuable promotion they will receive. 
  



 

  
3.  Treat moms like royalty. 
  
Invest in an exceptional detail like corsages, chocolates, leis, a rose, a carnation, or 
anything that will say “Thank You” to moms for spending their special day at your 
restaurant. You might want to provide moms with a free appetizer, dessert, or meal and 
promote it in your Mother’s Day marketing.  
  
By giving extraordinary things to moms, you will make them happy, and anything you 
are giving out for free is fun to promote, and guests love it.  
  
Don’t forget the wine. Moms love wine.  According to Upserve, Mother’s Day is 
historically the top-selling holiday for wine with sales increasing by 16% on this day (7% 
higher wine sales than on Valentine’s Day).  
  
On a budget? Partner up with your liquor vendor or business to sponsor a gift for mom. 
For example, a family dentistry or a summer camp might sponsor a small box of 
chocolates for moms paired with a card with their information.  Your wine distributor 
might offer a complimentary glass of wine to moms.  
  
Whichever way your restaurant chooses to make Mother’s Day special, be sure to 
promote it properly.  
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Are your customers feeling the love? 
By All Florida Paper on Feb 27, 2019 9:23:20 AM 

Three ways to show them you care. 
Showing customers that you care is as easy as treating them with respect and consideration. Below are 3 
simple ways that go a long way in making your customers feel appreciated, valued and safe. 
 

 

  

1.  Solve their problems. 



Take the time to understand your customers and what’s important to them. This way when an issue 

arises, you can see things through your customers’ eyes. You might also find that other products or 

services that you offer can make a client’s life easier. 

Make sure that the services or products you are offering are performing as well as you said they would. If 

these were meant to solve a problem, confirm it did just that and if it didn’t, find out why. Perhaps, the 

product might not have been used properly by the client, or it was not the right one, or maybe the service 

was not performed correctly by your staff member. Own up to your part and be as accommodating and 

fair as possible to resolve the situation if the client’s error caused it. 

  

  

  

2.  Value their opinion. 

When customers bring up points, express their concerns, make requests or subtle complaints, stop and 

listen—make certain you utilize this moment to listen to find solutions and strengthen your relationship. 

Make sure you have a reliable communication system in place for your customers and a timely internal 

delivery network where you or your customer service representatives will know right away when there’s a 

problem. 

If a customer wants to do things differently, find out why. Remember that it will cost you five times more to 

bring in a new customer than it does to keep one. Consider that when sweetening the deal for them to 

stay. You can sweeten most deals with perks and excellent customer service without losing money. 

Make it easy for your customers to deliver a message. Both angry emails or phone calls are better than a 

silent customer complaining to everyone else but you while crossing you off their vendors’ list. Give your 

client the opportunity to test new products and ask for their opinion on them. 

  



 

 

3.   Have their backs. 

Maintain transparency throughout your relationship. If there is a problem or delay with their order, let them 

know right away. Don't wait for them to call in a panic or anger. Are there products a customer uses that 

are on sale or will have a price increase next month? Again, let them know right away. 

Is there something your customers could be doing that would enhance their own customers' satisfaction? 

Recommend it to them regardless if its tied or not to your business. 

Did they show a particular interest on something? Did you read an article regarding a conversation you 

had with your customer or about something that might help or affect their business?  Send them an email 

with a quick note and share the article. Like their posts on social media. 

Did you see on their social media that they are participating in a walk for a charity you’d like to support? 

Donate or sign up to walk on their team. Are there new products they need to know about or new trends 

in their industry? Keep them informed on these. Start an e-newsletter that provides them with information 

that is useful to their business. 

 

By demonstrating a genuine commitment to support them in their business goals, your customers will feel 

the love and know you care. 

# 



 

What are businesses doing to deter people from 

wasting paper towels? 
By All Florida Paper on Apr 24, 2019 11:11:00 AM 

If your customers and staff have been guilty of grabbing more than their share of paper 
towels, don’t judge them too harshly. They are not alone.  On an August 2018, Harris 
Poll, 1 out of 4 respondents admitted to using more paper towels than necessary. The 
good news is that by providing the appropriate dispenser, you can deter their wasteful 
habit.  

  
How to determine the right paper towel dispenser for your 
business. 

 
  



A dispenser is part of your décor, and for that reason, it is essential to provide one that 
matches your needs and blends nicely into your restroom. 
  
Dispensers can be installed on the wall or into the wall depending on the existing set up 
of your restroom. The space for a recessed paper towel dispenser is usually built into 
smaller bathrooms to save space.   
  

Paper towel dispensers offer color, material, and capacity options.  
  
Commercial paper towel dispensers are either plastic or stainless steel. 
Plastic dispensers are available in different color options. Today’s 
dispensers are sophisticated and offer a variety of options and 
considerations including accommodating a heavy traffic area with a 
dispenser that can fit longer rolls or higher amounts of folded paper towels. 
  

 
  
When loaded and used correctly, dispensers reduce paper towels waste. Nowadays, 
dispensers come with easy refill instructions and a key option to prevent tampering. In 
addition to reducing waste, keeping paper towels enclosed in a dispenser is more 
sanitary. 
  

Paper towel dispensers offer towel accessibility options.   
  
Dispensers also come with different towel accessibility options. For example, rolled 
towel dispensers are available in a choice of a lever, a push button, a motion sensor 
hands-free (for those desiring the most hygienic solution) and a center pull with a high 
capacity barrel. 



  

 
  
Another advantage of using a controlled paper towel dispenser is that you can set the 
length of the paper that comes out. That’s right! This helps reduce waste even with 
those who might like to pull the lever down, push the button, pull on the paper, or pass 
their hand by the sensor more than once. 
  

Paper towel dispensers can provide branding opportunities.   
  
Some dispensers provide branding opportunities allowing space for your logo or even 
ad placement. Some businesses even opt to rent this space to cover the cost of the 
paper towel system. (For example, a restaurant might rent the space to a wine or spirits 
vendor. A hotel might rent that space to a spa, tourist attraction, or restaurant.) 
  



 
  
For folded paper towels, you have dispensers that accept one type or both C-Fold and 
M-Fold paper towels. Folded towel dispensers can be mounted on the wall, placed on a 
stand, or countertop. Some of these also offer the advertisement board or logo 
placement. 
  
If you are opting for folded paper towels, you can still control waste by making sure that 
your staff tasked with refilling dispensers follows the easy and proper loading 
directions—and especially that they do not overload the dispensing machines. 
  

 
  
  



Paper towel dispensers are more hygienic.   
  
In addition to waste control, paper towel dispensers can contribute to a cleaner 
restroom. For example, the previously mentioned hands-free automatic sensor 
dispenser offers your customers and staff the option of not touching anything else in the 
bathroom once they have washed their hands. 
  
Don’t forget to have a trash can available by the door so people can throw the paper 
towels in it on their way out after using it to open the bathroom door. Most of us have 
seen and may have added to the piles of paper towels thrown on the floor by the 
bathroom door—not a good impression for those walking into the bathroom.   
  

  
It might seem odd for one of the largest paper distributors in Florida to be telling you 
and our customers how to use less of our products. However, our commitment to our 
customers is to recommend solutions that fit their intended purpose, budget, and 
clientele and this includes saving our customers money every chance we get—without 
sacrificing quality.   
  
We would love to sell you more paper but for the right reasons, such as you have more 
customers and staff—not because paper towels are avoidably wasted.  For a FREE 
CONSULTATION, call us today 866-835-6060 and find out what we can do for you.  
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Three ways to keep customers coming back to 

your restaurant. 
By All Florida Paper on May 21, 2019 10:04:20 AM 

Everyone loves to feel valued and your restaurant's patrons are no different. Here are 

three ways to show your customers how special you think they are.  

  



 

1.  Think as a group. 

Not too many people dine out alone; so be sure to provide menu choices that would 

satisfy a group. Don’t forget to be inclusive of those with unique meal preferences such 

as vegan or gluten-free. Be sure to provide alternatives to a variety of meals. In addition 

to a positive experience, people return to restaurants because they crave a meal they 

ate there or because they saw other meals that appealed to them. 

  

  



 

  

2.  Care about their opinions. 

  

Something as simple as surprising customers with an unexpected taste-test will make 

your customers feel valued and provide an extraordinary experience. Approach the 

table with a bite sample for each guest. Ask them if they like it and if they think you 

should add it to the Specials menu.   

  

  



 

  

  

3.  Provide VIP treatment. 

  

You don’t need to have an upscale restaurant to provide upscale service. Sushi 

restaurants include pickled ginger with sushi and sashimi meals so diners can cleanse 

their palates between pieces, or once they finish eating. Many upscale restaurants 

present their customers with sorbet for the same reason. Why not add that special touch 

to your restaurant by including a taste of sorbet for the table with the check?   

  

Remember, pleasurable dining experiences generate good reviews. Inclusivity and 

familiarity create loyal and regular customers. Occasionally, treating your regular 

customers to a dessert or a special after-dinner drink will bring smiles and build 

relationships. 

  

Ways to improve your customers' takeout experience.  
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